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Inleidend overzicht van de Italiaanse grammatica,
uitspraak en woordenschat; met cd.
This book has been designed to guide students through
the main phases in writing and presenting an
undergraduate, MA or PhD dissertation. These include
choosing a topic, carrying out the review of literature,
gathering and analyzing data, writing up the dissertation,
and, finally, preparing and delivering a presentation
within the context of a viva. This eminently practical
manual has been written in a reader-friendly style.
Theoretical explanations are complemented by
numerous examples for analysis and illustration as well
as activities to apply, practise, and review the notions
introduced in each chapter.
Verslag van twee reizen door Australië door de
Amerikaanse journalist.
Whether embarking on a pre-degree foundation course
or a postgraduate programme, this book will help
students manage all the challenging aspects of studying
through the medium of another language, in a new and
different environment.
Oxford English for Academic Purposes offers a specialist
course covering listening, speaking and reading in key
areas of academic life such as lectures, presentations
and textbooks. The course is consistent with levels A2 to
C1 of the Common European Frame of Reference for the
teaching of foreign languages.
Gives students further practice in academic study skills.
Students analyse characteristics of written and spoken
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academic texts, develop awareness of academic culture
and learn to avoid plagiarism. From essay organisation,
taking notes, group discussion to writing references and
paraphrasing texts.
Essays in english language teaching includes a selection
of articles which are based on edited and peer-reviewed
papers delivered at the "I Simposio de Enseñanza y
Aprendizaje del Inglés: el método comunicativo en el año
2000" held at the University of Oviedo from 19 to 21
November, 1998, together with two plenary keynote
lectures: Carme Muñoz's (University of Barcelona): "The
effects of age on instructed foreign language
acquisition"; and Ignacio Palacios' (University of
Santiago de Compostela): "What's there to know about
the learning of a foreign language?". No summary is
provided as we hope they should be
compulsory/compulsive reading.
A brand new EAP course from Oxford offering an
integrated approach to teaching English for Academic
Purposes and authentic texts from Oxford
textbooks.Oxford EAP develops the essential skills and
academic language for learners who are preparing to
study in English at university level, from foundation
courses to postgraduate research.With authentic content
from Oxford textbooks and videos of lecture extracts,
Oxford EAP is an ideal course for learners from a wide
range of disciplines. Its clear structure and user-friendly
approach make it an ideal resource for experienced EAP
tutors as well as teachers who are starting out inthe field.
This book reports in detail the newly developed
Communicative Listening Comprehension Test (CLCT)
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for the National College English Test (CET) of China.
Following the principles of communicative testing in
general and test construction approach proposed by
Bachman and Palmer (1996) in particular, the project
develops CLCT for CET-4 and CET-6. The research
begins with the construction of frameworks of listening
task characteristics and communicative listening ability.
Subsequently, based on a survey of Chinese college
students' English listening needs and an analysis of
listening tasks in influential English listening course
books and public tests, CLCT-4 and CLCT-6 test
specifications are developed. Finally, sample papers are
produced and a series of posteriori studies are
conducted to examine the difficulty and usefulness of the
newly developed notes-completion task type in two
CLCT tests. As an example of successful integration of
communicative testing theories and test construction
practice, this research provides valuable insights into
listening test development for other large-scale tests.
Education has undergone numerous radical changes as
the digital era has transformed the way we as humans
communicate, inform ourselves, purchase goods, and
perform other mundane chores at home and at work.
Social media is one of those phenomena that has
affected not only society at large but has heavily
influenced educational processes around the world. The
demand for and availability of networked educational
services have also increased, enabling online education
to gain popularity and become an internationally
accessible option. Furthermore, universities and other
private higher educational institutions embrace digital
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technology and have adopted the new learning medium
as they realize the prospects of having the world’s
population as a potential source of revenue. A related
phenomenon has been the proliferation of massive open
online courses (MOOCs). These have changed the ways
in which learners interact with educational institutions,
professors, and with each other. At the same time, the
upsurge in digital education has raised issues with
language as online learners from all over the world and
from a plethora of cultures and foreign languages have
found themselves challenged to take full advantage and
optimally benefit from the same educational media and
resources that English-speaking counterparts have
tapped into. Digital Pedagogies and the Transformation
of Language Education will answer questions of how to
optimize language learning in such a defining new era
and what the educational, sociological, and technological
dimensions of radical change are. The book will explore
the different challenges and the multitude of
opportunities that new and transformative pedagogies
have enabled. Beyond teaching/learning practices being
presented, this book also focuses on how learners will
adjust to the technology and the readiness of
practitioners to psychologically adjust to the changing
and demanding media technology has unleashed. The
chapters provide international experiences and
perspectives on the impact of e-educational technologies
on student experience, success, learning, and
comprehension in the realm of language learning
specifically. This book is essential for educational
technologists, online instructional designers, education
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policymakers and administrators, curriculum developers,
practitioners, stakeholders, researchers, academicians,
and students who are interested in digital language
pedagogies.
Mitchells grootste bestseller wereldwijd, met meer dan
50.000 exemplaren verkocht in Nederland en
Vlaanderen Wolkenatlas is alleen al door zijn
‘matroesjka’-structuur uniek. Vijf verhalen worden
verteld tot de helft: het avontuurlijke reisjournaal uit 1850
van notaris Ewing, de hilarische brieven van de
musicerende oplichter Frobisher, de thriller van
roddeljournaliste Luisa Rey, de krankzinnige lotgevallen
van uitgever Cavendish en het vraaggesprek met de
kloon Sonmi-451. Het zesde verhaal speelt ver in de
toekomst, wanneer de mensheid bijna ten onder is
gegaan. Vanaf dat moment rondt Mitchell de andere
verhalen af en voert hij de lezer door alle genres terug in
de tijd. De pers over Wolkenatlas: ‘Een meesterwerk.’
Vrij Nederland ‘Onwaarschijnlijk goed is deze roman.’
NRC Handelsblad ‘Een briljant boek.’ de Volkskrant
Containing a selection of papers from a conference held
in Edinburgh in 2005, this book highlights current issues
in the teaching of English for academic and specific
purposes.
3 class audio CD's ; teacher's resource manual with
accompanying audio CD ; student's book with
accompanying audio CD.
This innovative volume presents an in-depth study of the
language used by participants in business meetings. The
cutting-edge research draws on the Cambridge and
Nottingham Business English Corpus (CANBEC), a
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unique resource which brings together meetings of
different types both within and between companies,
involving speakers whose roles and responsibilities vary,
and who represent a range of nationalities and first
languages. Keywords, concordance lines and discourse
analysis provide thorough insights into aspects such as
the structural stages of meetings, participants' discursive
practices, interpersonal language and creativity, and
power and constraint. The author concludes by making
practical suggestions for using these findings to inform
the teaching of business English.
Key to EAP is an all-in-one course that focuses on
building the fundamental skills of reading, writing,
listening and speaking in an academic context with an
emphasis on developing students' critical thinking
skills.Module components for Student BookReading:
general and academic texts with a variety of exercises to
develop text understanding, structure and
analysisWriting: elements of academic writing and
academic writing genresSpeaking: informal and formal
discussions, presentationsListening: talks, lectures,
interviewsTarget language and vocabulary: grammar and
vocabularyWeekly assignmentSelf-appraisal tasks for
students to evaluate their abilities with the knowledge of
that topicReading reaction task to develop critical
reading and thinking skills and for students to develop
their own voice in writing
In psychiatry there is no sharp boundary between the
normal and the pathological. Although clear cases
abound, it is often indeterminate whether a particular
condition does or does not qualify as a mental disorder.
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For example, definitions of subthreshold disorders and of
the prodromal stages of diseases are notoriously
contentious. Philosophers and linguists call concepts that
lack sharp boundaries, and thus admit of borderline
cases, vague. Although blurred boundaries between the
normal and the pathological are a recurrent theme in
many publications concerned with the classification of
mental disorders, systematic approaches that take into
account philosophical reflections on vagueness are rare.
This book provides interdisciplinary discussions about
vagueness in psychiatry by bringing together scholars
from psychiatry, psychology, philosophy, history, and
law. It draws together various lines of inquiry into the
nature of gradations between mental health and disease
and discusses the individual and societal consequences
of dealing with blurred boundaries in medical practice,
forensic psychiatry, and beyond. Part I starts with an
overview chapter that helps readers to navigate through
the philosophy of vagueness and through the various
debates surrounding demarcation problems in the
classification and diagnosis of mental illness. Part II
encompasses historical and recent philosophical
positions on gradualist approaches to health and
disease. Part III approaches the vagueness of present
psychiatric classification systems and the debates
concerning their revision by scrutinizing controversial
categories such as post-traumatic stress disorder and by
looking into the difficulties of day-to-day diagnostic and
therapeutic practice. Part IV finally focuses on social,
moral, and legal implications that arise when being
mentally ill is a matter of degree.
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These Proceedings represent the work of contributors to
the 14th European Conference on e-Learning, ECEL
2015, hosted this year by the University of Hertfordshire,
Hatfield, UK on 29-30 October 2015. The Conference
and Programme Co-Chairs are Pro-fessor Amanda
Jefferies and Dr Marija Cubric, both from the University
of Hertfordshire. The conference will be opened with a
keynote address by Professor Patrick McAndrew,
Director, Institute of Educational Tech-nology, Open
University, UK with a talk on "Innovating for learning:
designing for the future of education." On the second day
the keynote will be delivered by Professor John Traxler,
University of Wolverhampton, UK on the subject of
"Mobile Learning - No Longer Just e-Learning with
Mobiles." ECEL provides a valuable platform for
individuals to present their research findings, display
their work in progress and discuss conceptual advances
in many different branches of e-Learning. At the same
time, it provides an important opportunity for members of
the EL community to come together with peers, share
knowledge and exchange ideas. With an initial
submission of 169 abstracts, after the double blind, peer
review process there are 86 academic papers,16 Phd
Papers, 5 Work in Progress papers and 1 non academic
papers in these Conference Proceedings. These papers
reflect the truly global nature of research in the area with
contributions from Algeria, Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Botswana, Canada, Chile, Cov-entry, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Egypt, England, Estonia, France, Germany,
Ireland, Japan, Kazakhstan, New Zealand, Nigeria,
Norway, Oman, Portugal, Republic of Kazakhstan,
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Romania, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, Singapore, South
Africa, Sweden, the Czech Republic, Turkey, Uganda,
UK, United Arab Emirates, UK and USA, Zimbabwe. A
selection of papers - those agreed by a panel of
reviewers and the editor will be published in a special
conference edition of the EJEL (Electronic Journal of eLearning www.ejel.org ).
Covering: Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK, and
USA. Includes: over 150 comprehensive program
profiles; course descriptions and dates; program costs
and admissions.
Oxford EAP B2: Student's Book and DVD-ROM
PackEnglish for Academic PurposesOxford EAP : a
course in English for academic purposes. [Student's
Book]. Upper-intermediate / B2Oxford English for
Academic PurposesOxford English for Academic
PurposesOxford English forAcademic Purposes Upperintermediate Student Book (B2)Oxford University Press
This book covers a very broad range of topics in
marketing, communication, and tourism, focusing
especially on new perspectives and technologies that
promise to influence the future direction of marketing
research and practice in a digital and innovational era.
Among the areas covered are product and brand
management, strategic marketing, B2B marketing and
sales management, international marketing, business
communication and advertising, digital and social
marketing, tourism and hospitality marketing and
management, destination branding and cultural
management, and event marketing. The book comprises
the proceedings of the International Conference on
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Strategic Innovative Marketing and Tourism (ICSIMAT)
2018, where researchers, academics, and government
and industry practitioners from around the world came
together to discuss best practices, the latest research,
new paradigms, and advances in theory. It will be of
interest to a wide audience, including members of the
academic community, MSc and PhD students, and
marketing and tourism professionals.
This volume reports on the development of the
Advanced English Reading Test in China.
This book provides a systematic introduction to the issues
involved in designing and implementing courses of English for
Legal Purposes. Each chapter highlights a different aspect of
the curriculum development process, including syllabus
design, taking into account the special role of needs analysis,
materials development, and the question of assessing and
testing languages for special purposes. In addition, the book
provides a brief outline of key concepts in the methodology of
English for S ...
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Maggie heeft altijd alles volgens het boekje gedaan Tot ze
ontdekt dat haar man, met wie ze negen jaar is getrouwd,
een affaire heeft en haar baas van plan is haar te ontslaan.
Dan stapt Maggie zomaar op een vliegtuig richting Californië.
Daar doet ze dingen die ze nog nooit heeft gedaan. Er zijn
nonstop feesten, iedereen ziet er fantatisch uit, de martini
blijft stromen en zelfs de palmbomen zijn dun. Maggie geniet
van haar sprankelende nieuwe leven. Tot ze ontdekt dat ze
het liefste gewoon weer thuis zou willen zijn...
T is van Tom, de jeugdvriend van Natalie. Bij hem kan ze
altijd weer uithuilen als ze weer eens is teleurgesteld in de
liefde. Het is zo vanzelfsprekend dat hij er voor haar is, dat ze
eigenlijk niet meer ziet hoe knap en geestig hij is.O is van
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Oudjaarsavond, de dag waarop Tom een idioot voorstelt
doet: 26 weekenden samen doorbrengen. Om de beurt
mogen bepalen wat ze gaan doen. De enige regel is dat ze
van A tot Z het alfabet moeten doorlopen.P is van Parijs,
waar Tom en Natalie een geweldig weekend doorbrengen.
Natalie lijkt eindelijk te beseffen dat ze voor elkaar gemaakt
zijn. Maar dan verschijnt Natalies ex weer op het toneel...
This book examines the pronunciation goals of teachers,
course leaders, and learners on a ten-week UK pre-sessional
access course, particularly with regard to suprasegmental
instruction and target of instruction on how these goals are
reflected in pronunciation assessment, and how teacher
goals are informed by their attitudes and beliefs. A mixed
methods approach, including direct observation and semistructured interviews, is employed to address the area of
enquiry. Results show a lack of clarity of course goals.
Although there is a firm emphasis on suprasegmental
instruction, in semi-structured interviews, teachers report a
lack of clear course goals and guidance. Assessment and
practice do not always adhere to a goal of intelligibility, and
support for teachers, in terms of the materials and how they
might be exploited seems limited. The book concludes with
tentative recommendations on how suprasegmental
instruction might be facilitated on EAP and other courses
Evaluating skills and knowledge capture lies at the cutting
edge of contemporary higher education where there is a drive
towards increasing evaluation of classroom performance and
use of digital technologies in pedagogy. Developing
Educators for the Digital Age is a book that provides a
narrative account of teacher development geared towards the
further usage of technologies (including iPads, MOOCs and
whiteboards) in the classroom presented via the histories and
observation of a diverse group of teachers engaged in the
multiple dimensions of their profession. Drawing on the
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insights of a variety of educational theories and approaches
(including TPACK) it presents a practical framework for
capturing knowledge in action of these English language
teachers – in their own voices – indicating how such methods,
processes and experiences shed light more widely on related
contexts within HE and may be transferable to other
situations. This book will be of interest to the growing body of
scholars interested in TPACK theory, or communities of
practice theory and more widely anyone concerned with how
new pedagogical skills and knowledge with technology may
be incorporated in better practice and concrete instances of
teaching.
'EAP Now ' covers all four skills in an academic context to
equip students for success in university/higher education
taking them from Intermediate to Advanced level. The
complete course provides 240 hours of comprehensive
content including essay writing guidance and practice,
listening activities and simulating lectures.

Step Up to Academic Reading 2e is a skills-based
textbook for upper-intermediate to advanced EAP
students in college and university EAP programs. It
is most compatible with segregated skills programs,
but can also be used in paired and integrated
programs. Each chapter focuses on a particularset of
reading skills - such as making predictions,
differentiating between facts and opinions, and
understanding the research article format - that are
developed gradually through a variety of activities.
Shorter readings in each chapter provide "intensive"
reading opportunities to apply specificreading
strategies. The final chapter contains "extensive"
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reading opportunities, short stories that allow
students to read for enjoyment while intuitively
developing their understanding of grammar,
vocabulary and syntax. The six chapters contain
enough content for a semester-long readingcourse.
Gives an up-to-date overview of the research into
English for Academic Purposes and discusses key
concepts.
This book introduces a new framework for analyzing
second language (L2) learners’ written texts. The
authors conducted a major study on changes and
differences in English L2 learners’ writing
performance to advance understanding of the nature
of L2 writing development over time, in relation to L2
instruction and testing, and to offer a model that
professionals and researchers can use in their own
longitudinal and cross-sectional studies of L2 writing
development. Grounded in research, data, theory,
and technology, this will be a welcome how-to for
language test developers, scholars, and graduate
students of (L2) writing and assessment.
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